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Abstract—When creating a software project of any significant
size or complexity, developers must write about the code in
some form. While this is a common practice, tooling support
for creating, and perhaps more significantly, maintaining these
documents remains limited, despite these documents benefiting
later users of the corresponding code. In order to combat some
of these known challenges, we developed Sodalite – a context-
aware, Visual Studio Code extension for writing and maintaining
code-related documents. Sodalite represents a holistic approach
to the documentation authoring, maintaining, and using life cycle
by suggesting relevant code to attach to the document using
common code-writing templates, evaluating how up-to-date the
document is using the code in the editor, automatically attempting
to identify out-of-date information, and, based on how successful
the system is, notifying the user of how trustworthy the document
seems to be given their version of the related code. In our
preliminary evaluation of Sodalite, we found that users of the
system were able to successfully author documents about their
code and the system’s out-of-date link checking was accurate
86.5% of the time.

Index Terms—documentation, software maintenance

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern software engineering often requires developers to

write about their code, including design documents, onboard-

ing instructions for new developers, change logs, and pull

requests and issue descriptions on GitHub. It is uncommon to

create a software project of any significant size or complexity

without writing about it in some form, given that these

documents can be helpful for others [1]–[4].

Despite the benefits of these long-form documents, hereafter

referred to as “stories”, it is uniquely difficult to document [5],

[6] and communicate about code [7]. Some of the challenges

when authoring these documents include establishing a shared

context about which parts of the code are related to the writing

[7], ensuring that the code and the writing about the code are

kept in sync with one another [8], and knowing what does and

does not need to be documented [4], [5], [8]. Once a code story

has been written, challenges still remain for the author with

documents written about the code going out-of-date [4], [8],

[9], with code changes causing 39% of documentation content

issues [8].

Readers of code stories face their own challenges. Beyond

out-of-date information [8], [10], other issues include missing

information [4], [5], [8], [11], [12], and a lack of context

[13]. These compounding issues can lead to developers getting

blocked [4], [5], [14], [15], and to introducing avoidable bugs

[16], [17].

In this work, we attempt to address some of these chal-

lenges around authoring, maintaining, and using stories about

code with our system, Sodalite1. Sodalite is a Visual Studio

Code extension [18] which currently supports the JavaScript

and TypeScript [19] programming languages. To assist the

developer in authoring their code story, Sodalite leverages

the context of the IDE to help structure documentation and

discover and create links between the text in their story and

the relevant code in the IDE. The system then helps the author

maintain their code stories by automatically detecting code

links that are no longer valid and, if appropriate, attempts

to reconnect the link. For readers of the story, Sodalite uses

similar mechanisms to ensure that the links are valid and,

if not, warn the user and show what the code looked like

at the time in which the story was authored. Through this

approach, we hypothesize that Sodalite can help developers

author and maintain useful documents for themselves and

other developers working on a repository together.

Our work makes the following contributions:

• Identification of the kinds of code links that can be used

to enrich code stories.

• Our system, Sodalite, that helps developers author, main-

tain and use long-form writings about code by:

– Supporting authors in identifying relevant parts of

code through recommending related code.

– Assisting maintainers through using the context of

the editor to identify references that are out-of-date,

which is a significant reason code documentation

becomes problematic [8].

– Helping readers find important documents and to

identify what parts of the code lack trustworthiness,

along with providing them enough context about the

originally authored story to help them ascertain the

original intent of the writing.

1Sodalite is a mineral, and here stands for Stories for On-boarding as
Documentation Authoring, Leveraging IDEs for Text Enhancements.
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II. RELATED WORK

A. Writing About Code

Prior work about writing software documentation have

ranged from understanding what information is in documen-

tation [20], [21], what the problems are with that information

[5], [8], [11], [14], [15], [22]–[27], how software documen-

tation is authored [3], [12], [28], and automating documen-

tation processes to offset authoring costs and standardize the

information present in documentation [29], [30]. Notably, the

majority of this documentation work is in the context of soft-

ware documentation for end users of a software library, e.g.,

API documentation [31]. Most relevant to our work are studies

about documentation created for other developers working on

the same code base, such as internal documentation about

the code base [4], [12], where the primary goal is to help

other developers understand and contribute to the code base.

Our work expands upon this work by contributing a system

designed specifically to help create this type of documentation,

with a focus on combating some of the known issues in

authoring and maintaining this documentation.

B. Tools for Writing About Code

To assist with some of the aforementioned challenges of

writing about code, some research projects have attempted to

make authoring information about code easier. Some projects

have focused on developing alternative, spatially organized

development environments in which the documentation and

source code can be kept together [32]–[34]. Others have

focused on specific types of documentation such as code tours

[35], notes [36], or tutorial generation [37]. Our work differs

by adopting an already-popular programming paradigm and

supporting the maintenance of the documentation.

C. Maintaining and Using Documentation

Once some software documentation is made, researchers

have studied how developers maintain those documents and

use that information. In studies of usage, researchers have

identified many problems of documentation that lead to the

documentation being less trustworthy [38], including questions

about how up-to-date the information is [8], [14], [22] and how

complete [5], [15]. A survey of developers at one company

reported that they rarely updated documentation and that

they correctly assumed that documentation content is out-of-

date [22]. One reason for this lack of maintenance is that

finding the appropriate places to update given a change can be

challenging, with developers reporting that they would value

a tool that helps identify those locations [39]. Our system

attempts to reduce some of these costs by having maintenance

be a core design consideration by automatically locating and

highlighting the out-of-date portions of the document given

which code was changed.

III. OVERVIEW AND DESIGN OF SODALITE

In order to use Sodalite, a user begins by opening the

Sodalite window in Visual Studio Code which functions like

any other pane in the editor (i.e., it can be dragged, resized,

closed, etc.). The user can then view the stories that have been

associated with the user’s currently-open GitHub repository or

choose to author a new story (see Figure 1a). When authoring

a new story, the user will be presented with a rich text editor,

hereafter referred to as the “story editor” (in contrast to the

“code editor”, which refers to the Visual Studio Code IDE),

and users can utilize code story templates (a set of common

documentation types developers can use to structure their

documentation) and code links.

A. Code Links and Suggestions

A key feature of Sodalite are code links, where the story

references the code. Links can be made using the “Sugges-

tions” pane (see Figure 1a-2), which lists code links that the

author may include in their code story. Code links come in

three varieties:

• Identifier definitions, which link to where a specific code

entity is first defined. A user can create an identifier

definition link by selecting the “plus” button in the

suggestions pane at the top right corner of the code

link box. Identifier definitions also include additional

information about the identifier, including places in which

it is referenced, and other classes or functions it refer-

ences. The first code link in Figure 1a-3 is an identifier

definition.

• Identifier references, which link to a specific instance

in which a particular identifier is used. An author can

make an identifier reference by selecting a reference that

is listed in an identifier definition’s list of referenced

locations. The third code link in Figure 1a-3 is an

identifier reference.

• Code ranges, which can be any arbitrary range of code

that the user has selected in the code editor. The second

code link in Figure 1a-3 is a code range.

We designed the code links to accommodate different levels

of granularity when discussing code. Sodalite supports code

ranges, since prior research has indicated that developers often

refer to code at the snippet level [40]. We support identifier

definitions and references, as that is the granularity often used

in API documentation.

Code links can be represented in a code story in two

different ways. If the user has no text selected in the story

editor, the code link will either insert the name of the identifier

or the code range’s content at the location of the user’s cursor.

If the user has selected some text in their code story, that text

will be linked to their code (see Figure 1a-5). Either way,

clicking on a code link within the story editor will navigate to

wherever that particular code link is located in the code editor.

Once a code link has been added to a story, it will appear in a

“Code References” list (Figure 1a-3), such that the link may

be used elsewhere in the story.

Code links can also contain additional meta-data Sodalite

was able to determine about that part of the code. This

includes, for the identifiers, where they are defined and refer-

enced in different parts of the code. Once a code link has been

included in the code story the “Suggestions” pane will include
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(a) Authoring with Sodalite (b) Reading and Maintaining with Sodalite

Fig. 1: How Sodalite appears when authoring a story and post-authoring. For Authoring (a), (1) a story template a user can

choose, with “Overview” selected, (2) the current code link suggestions, (3) the already-included code links, (4) the title. (5)

the rich text editor, where the red text represents code links. For Reading and Maintaining (b), (1) a code story, with the yellow

showing that the content is in need of review, (2) the popup that appears when hovering over a code link that is in need of

review. (3) a code story with invalid code links (shown red).

other identifiers that were commonly edited at the same time

as that particular identifier. We identify these “co-edits” by

parsing the Git commit history for that particular identifier

and count when other identifiers appear in the same commit.

In this way, we attempt to identify parts of code that are related

but not in a way AST parsing would find.

Given these different types of code links, the “Suggestions”

pane uses different sources of information to populate its

list. Sodalite examines both what the user is doing in the

story editor and what they are doing in the code editor. The

information that Sodalite leverages from the story includes

what references are already included in the story and what the

user has most recently typed. Identifiers related to references

already in the code story will be prioritized, as will identifiers

that match some part of the most recently-typed text. The

system then complements that information with what it knows

about the user’s current location within the code, including if

the user is currently selecting an identifier, and, if so, what

identifiers are related to the selected identifier.

When a story is saved, Sodalite generates a JSON file in a

system-generated folder, which can be committed to the user’s

Git repository and used by other programmers. This JSON file

is also used by the system when determining whether code

links are out-of-date.

B. Support for Reading

Sodalite has some features designed specifically to help

readers of code stories better understand and utilize the

documentation. A core feature of Sodalite for readers of

code stories is the fact that it is situated within the context

of the code. Developers have previously stated they value

source code and code comments more than other types of

documentation [41] – we hypothesize that bringing the type

of information typically in external documentation into the

code editor will allow for “the best of both worlds” by staying

within the developer’s working context while also supporting

longer-form documentation.

Another feature of Sodalite that we expect to help users

of code stories are the bi-directional nature of the code links.

When some code has been linked in a story, the code will

be highlighted within the IDE, such that users of the code

can discover pertinent documentation that is relevant to that

code. The highlighted code brings up a hover text that shows a

preview of the code story, including the surrounding text from

the story, the part of the story that is linked to the code, and

the name and author of the story. If the surrounding story text

contains code links to other parts of the code, those links will

navigate the user to the code link’s location. If the user clicks

on the story link in the hover text, the Sodalite pane will open

and scroll to the correct part of the story.

C. Maintenance Support

Sodalite leverages being in the code editor such that it can

mark parts of stories as “valid” (in which all code links are

valid), potentially in “need of review” (in which the system

found a potential match for the code link – see Figure 1b-2)
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or definitely “invalid” based on how well the system is able

to match the code references in the story to the code currently

in the user’s project in Visual Studio Code2.

On launch, Sodalite parses every code story file in the user’s

current project and builds an internal AST representation of

the code in the project to compare the code links against. We

use the different types of code links to inform how to re-attach

a particular link and whether that attachment is problematic.

For code anchors, given their varying content (e.g., anything

from a string to a full multi-line expression), we begin by

evaluating whether the position we have saved contains the

same code as the code link. If not, we then look for whether the

code from the code link exists anywhere within the document.

If that does not work, we use purely text-based matching

mechanisms to discern candidate matching points, since that

was the most successful method used in [42]. We weigh the

probability that the location is correct using a combination of

calculating the edit-distance between the two versions and the

surrounding code, and the difference between the candidate

line(s) of code and the original location. If there is a low

score or no matches, we mark the anchor as invalid and the

corresponding text in the story as in need of review. To assist

the author in finding either a new location to link the story

text to in the code or to discard the link, we present additional

metadata about the code (see Figure 1b-2 popover).

For definition references, the system searches the internal

representation to see whether the identifier is defined at its last

known location. If the definition is not there, the search will

expand outwards to see if the identifier is defined in a different

file and, if so, attaches to that location, but marks the link as

potentially invalid, considering it may be a different identifier

that just happens to have the same name. If the system cannot

find a definition for the particular referenced code entity,

the system uses the text-based re-anchoring algorithm. If the

algorithm does not return a result of a sufficiently highly-

weighted likelihood, it marks the reference as invalid, and the

surrounding text within the code story as in need of review by

the author.

A similar approach is used for checking identifier references

in the code. We begin by seeing whether there are one or more

references in the code in the last-known scope in which the

reference was used. If there are multiple candidate matches, we

find the reference with the most similar AST path to the saved

code anchor information. If there are no candidate matches,

we once again fall back on the text-matching algorithm and,

if the result is inadequate, mark the text within the story as

potentially invalid and in need of review.

IV. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF SODALITE

In order to assess the design concepts used in Sodalite, we

ran a preliminary user study. Participants were instructed to

select a JavaScript or TypeScript project of their choosing

2There are situations in which the documentation may go out-of-date that
our system would not capture, but, a study of documentation problems [8]
found that most cases in which the documentation went out-of-date was due
to the code changing, so we focus on that case with Sodalite.

and author a code story using Sodalite. Upon completion

of the authoring session, the first author and the participant

reverted their code to an earlier version3 to see how well the

maintenance system worked in identifying valid versus invalid

code links. We ran 4 participants, each session took about 90

minutes, participants were compensated $25 for their time,

and the study was approved by our institution’s Institutional

Review Board.

In our preliminary evaluation, we found that participants

were able to successfully use Sodalite and its features to

document their code. Sodalite also succeeded in determining

valid, invalid, and in need of review code links 86.5% of

the time. The cases in which Sodalite failed were due to the

system either missing a link due to the text and location being

too dissimilar or due to the original code being too generic

to find one singular attachment point – both of these cases

could be combated by adding in more heuristics about the code

and its surrounding context for the re-anchoring algorithm to

utilize. Nonetheless, these results lend preliminary support to

our design choices in Sodalite.

V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

An obvious next step is to run a more comprehensive user

study to see how Sodalite authoring and usage generalizes

across more developers and their code. Our preliminary study

also did not evaluate if later readers found the code stories

useful or not. A potential study design may be to have one

set of developers author a code story on one version of a

code base, then have another set of developers on a different

version of the same code base attempt to use the authored

code stories to complete a programming task, such that every

aspect of Sodalite is evaluated.

A current limitation of Sodalite is that all of the mechanisms

for determining whether or not the story is out-of-date are

contingent upon the story including code links. The expec-

tation is that, given Sodalite being located within the IDE,

developers will naturally utilize that context and reference their

code within their code stories. Future versions of Sodalite may

benefit from additional mechanisms for assessing the validity

of the text in comparison to the code, for example, through

leveraging crowd-sourcing mechanisms for quality control [3],

[43].

We see Sodalite as an example of how leveraging a devel-

oper’s working context can be used to address long-standing

issues in software engineering, specifically documentation. By

understanding what the code the user is working on, Sodalite

was able to mark documentation as valid or invalid 86.5% of

the time, which would not be possible for static documentation

hosted on e.g., a web page. With the recent rise of large

language models (LLMs), this personalized and contextualized

approach to documentation could be further improved through

creating and summarizing documentation using LLMs that are

aware of the user’s working context.

3We considered requiring participants to document an old version of their
code but developers do not typically document old code and they may not
remember their old code well enough to document it.
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